
 Integrated Solutions

Access Control  
System

 Hundreds of customizable system messages.
 E-mail alert communications.
 Support for as many as 10,000 units and 10,000 users.
 Connectivity with more than 125 access devices.
 Badge printing and photo ID capabilities.
 Battery backup for uninterrupted system control. 

Products and services from PTI Security Systems 
can be configured to address every facility’s unique 
requirements.  Expand on the value of the FalconXT 
controller and StorLogix software with:
 Wireless door alarms, to further illustrate the exact 

status of every door in the facility.
 Gate operators, to automate entry and exit, control 

traffic flow, and provide authorized access.
 SiteGraphics, for at-a-glance visibility to the status of 

the site for the manager and an enhanced perception 
of the facility by the customer.

FalconXT and
StorLogix

Unprecedented Access Control
The pairing of the FalconXT system controller and StorLogix 
software provides the foundation for the facility’s access 
control, site security, and facility management.  With features 
that range from basic to advanced and flexible programming 
capabilities, owners and managers can configure a tailored 
solution for the facility.  Start as simple or as sophisticated 
as the business requires and expand functionality as the 
operation grows.

Boost profits, attract tenants
Together, the FalconXT controller and StorLogix software 
form the ideal solution that is: 
 Highly flexible and customizable, providing the power to 

tailor an optimal system to each facility’s requirements. 
 Designed to grow with the business, whether it’s a single-

site operator or a large corporation with multiple sites.
 Based on the most advanced technology available, 

utilizing a stable software platform.

Discover how the FalconXT controller and StorLogix software 
can help protect your investment, boost profits, and create a 
sense of security for your customers.

 System Features



Benefits
The pairing of the FalconXT system controller and StorLogix software produces an advanced system for access 
control.  Systems can include keypads with magnetic card swipes, proximity cards, or wireless remote controls.  Events 
and alarms are electronically logged for review and alarms can be interfaced with other systems.

The FalconXT system controller (Model #PXTBUUET825P) integrates all functions for securing and monitoring the 
facility.  It supports as many as 125 RS485 devices, eight supervised inputs, two industry standard Wiegand devices, 
and four dry-contact relays.  An on-board Ethernet connection provides TCP/IP communication with a host computer.  

StorLogix software (Model #PSLSWSTD01.00.0) is a Windows®-based solution that is fully integrated with the 
FalconXT system controller as an easy-to-use configuration and management tool.  The intuitive graphical software 
facilitates the setup process for access areas and times, monitoring zones, alarms, and video monitoring.  Establish 
facility capabilities using an office computer or remote PC connected by VPN.  StorLogix interfaces with many 
industry standard management software packages to save you time and money.

Capabilities
 On-board Ethernet, USB and RS-232 connectivity.
 Storage of up to 40,000 events in safe, non-volatile memory.
 Two industry standard Wiegand inputs.
 12V DC power supply on board with battery backup. 
 Hundreds of configurable access levels and time schedules.
 LogixScript capabilities for the ultimate in configuration options. 
 Thousands of flexible input and output points for end-to-end solutions.

Technical  
Specifications
No other controller  
solution provides the  
level of flexibility,  
integration, and  
scalability that is  
available with the  
FalconXT and StorLogix  
combination.

FalconXT and StorLogix

FalconXT (Model #PXTBUUET825P)
Max AI Devices 126
Connectivity (PC) RS-232, USB, TCP/IP
Connectivity (AI Device) RS-485, 900 MHz Wireless
Board I/O 2 Wiegand devices, 8 Inputs, 4 Relays

StorLogix (Model #PSLSWSTD01.00.0)
Units/Users 10,000/10,000
Custom Messages 700
User/System E-mail Alerts Included
Communications RS-232, RS-485, RS-422, TCP/IP, USB, 900 MHz two-way wireless
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